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CH.APTER I 
THE PROBLE: 1 
Guidance services assist the individual as an individual in the 
process of making wise choices and adjustments. This process includes 
the development of self-understanding and self-acceptance, the 
appraisal of the realities of his present and probable future socio-
economic environment, and the integration of these two variables. 
The objectives of guidance services are achieved only as a 
result of organized cooperative relationship among all forces of 
the home, school, and community. The efforts of all should be 
coordinated effectively within themselves and within the total educa-
tional program under the leadership of a person trained in the per-
sonnel and guidance services. 
Evaluation has no value in and of itself. Only as it aids in 
discovering and correcting erroneous practices, can it be considered 
worthwhile. Administrators, teachers and patrons should at all 
times be alert to, and interested in, any evidence which points to 
the level of efficiency which is achieved by the school. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to obtain information about the 
awareness of the guidance services of District #91 by the students 
of this district. 
Need for the Study-
In administering any- program adequately, it is important that a 
continuous evaluation be made of existing facilities and procedures 
for th.e purpose of determining the strengths and weaknesses of the 
present program and as a basis for further improvement and evaluation. 
In a ten-year follow-up study of Idaho Falls graduates, Fifield 
reports that the respondents' evaluations of nine major areas of the 
guidance program proved to be a relatively weak part of the high 
school program. Inspection further revealed that about two-thirds, to 
more than three-fourths of the respondents indicated that they had 
received little or no help in the majority of the major areas being 
evaluated. Fifield states the "Additional information is needed to 
identify what specific steps should be ta.ken toward improvement of 
this service, and strategies to render them more beneficial to a 
greater number of students." ( 6:18) 
One of the most important steps in the progression and expansion 
of a district guidance program is to obtain a clear picture of the 
nature, scope, and effectiveness of the guidance services now being 
offered by the school. Are students aware of these services and are 
they finding them useful and worthwhile? 
This information is an essential foundation on which to plan for 
further developments. Such stock-taking has numerous concomitant 
values including that of (1) refreshing staff members on services 
presently available, (2) finding strong points and (3) pinpointing 
the further needs of pupils for more effective assistance in their 
choices and adjustments. 
This study is designed to obtain information about the awareness 
of th.e guidance services as seen by- students in the hope that it will 
bring about a reneved interest in, and the promotion of, a more 
functional program of guidance. 
The objectives of this study are smmnarized as follows: 
1. To provide data regarding perceived value or worth of the 
guidance program as rated by the pupils. 
2. To identify perceived strengths and weaknesses in the guid-
ance services for consideration by the Pupil Personnel 
Department of the district. 
a. To what extent are pupils orientated to the guidance 
service and activities available? 
b. To what extent are standardized tests and inventories 
being used? 
c. To what extent are the counseling services being used 
and are they meeting the personal and vocational needs 
of the students? 
d. To what extent does the student receive information about 
occupational opportunities, post-high school training, 
and other aspects pertaining to the informational service? 
e. To what extent is a work.able placement service being pro-
vided by the guidance program? 
3. To identify areas of guidance services which might be empha-
sized in an in-service program. 
Limitations of the Study 
This study was limited to an evaluation of guidance services 
provided secondary students in the Idaho Falls School District #91 
during the 1968-69 academic year. 
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Many outcomes of guidance cannot be determined for a long period 
of time and many outcomes are intangible, making them exceedingly 
difficult to evaluate. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose of this study the following terms are defined: 
Guidance program: A guidance program is composed of many 
organized services which are set up for the purpose of helping 
students plan their class schedules and helping them solve 
personal problems which may arise. 
Pupil Inventory Records: An individual record that is kept 
up-to-date by a member of the counseling staff and which in-
eludes educational, social, vocational, and health data. 
Standardized test: A test that is a series of problem situa-
tions, or items carefully devised to be as free as possible of 
ambiguity, factual in the sense that there is a generally 
agreed upon correct answer. These items are tried out on a 
typical cross-section of classroom groups then they are care-
fully selected and checked for the validity and reliability 
of each item. 
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Counseling: A face to face relationship between a counselor 
and a counselee where the student is assisted in making adjust-
ments and choices especially with regard to vocational, 
educational, and personal matters. 
Information Service: Materials that are available for the 
student in assisting him to make vocational and educational 
plans. 
Placement Service: The placement service is assisting pupils 
in taking successive steps whether they be educational or 
vocational ones. 
Group Guidance: A service where individuals are brought to-
gether to work on common needs in the educational and voca-
tional fields or a personal problem. 
District #91: District#91 is located at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
It includes three junior high schools and two high schools, 
with a student enrollment of approximately 4,900 students. 
Research Design 
Source of data 
The data for this study were obtained from three major sources: 
(1) Current and related literature was studied with emphasis placed 
upon literature which dealt primarily with the need for guidance, what 
a guidance program should contain and the f'unctions of administration 
and staff members in the guidance program; (2) an awareness checklist 
was given to a random sample of students in grades seven through twelve 
in District #91, 
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The student sample was a random sample consisting of 40 students 
from each of the three grades in each of the three junior high schools 
and 60 students in each of the three grades of the two high schools. 
The students were selected by ta.king every tenth student from an 
alphabetized class list. The sample will represent 120 seniors, 120 
juniors, 120 sophomores, 120 freshmen, 120 eighth graders, 120 seventh 
graders; the total number of students being 720. 
Instruments used 
The evaluative instrument used in this study was obtained from 
the Idaho State Department of Education. A group of District #91 
counselors met under the direction of the Pupil Personnel Director and 
selected 50 questions which they felt would best measure the awareness 
of the guidance services offered. The criteria were developed on the 
belief that each criterion represents a fundamental service upon which 
a sound guidance program should rest. 
A copy of the survey instrument used in this study is included in 
Appendix A. 
Collection of data 
Students selected for the survey in each school were given the 
questionnaire by their English or history teacher who then returned 
the questionnaire to the principal or counselor. 
Order of data 
The student views of the guidance program were set up in the 
following order: (1) Guidance awareness (2) Testing and Inventory 
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Service (3) Individual Counseling Service (4) Group Counseling Service 
(5) Informational Service (6) Placement Service and (7) Teacher 
Functions in Guidance. This infonnation is presented in percentage 
charts showing the per cent of response to each question of the service 
under consideration. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
One of the most challenging tasks facing guidance workers today 
is the evaluation of the actual effects of guidance services upon the 
lives of pupils. Guida.nee workers are being asked, with greater 
frequency, to furnish evidence of the value of guidance services for 
pupils. 
Some studies point out the deficiencies of the guidance program. 
One of these was a study by Moore in Missouri. In one part of his 
study counselors were asked to respond to nine criteria with "not at 
all," "limited," or "extensive." Of the nine criteria listed the 
two areas shown to be the weakest were the availability of specialists 
to which to refer students and the adequacyof research and follow-up 
studies of students (20:1). 
Morrow's study in Virginia also reported that the weakest aspect 
of the guidance program in schools studies was research (21:159). 
Shoben has stated: 
Guida.nee is at present under fire. At the moment of its 
greatest expansion it can show little in the way of solid 
research _ and to demonstrate its merits or its achievements. 
(28:431) 
Some progress in the development of evaluative criteria and 
techniques has been made since 1945. A plan for the systematic 
evaluation of guidance programs in secondary schools was developed 
by a committee of the Eigh.th.National Conference of State Supervisors 
of Occupational Information and Guidance Services and Counselor Trainers 
in 1959 (19:236}. 
In order to help young people develop the skills, attitudes and 
personal resources necessary to meet the demands of today and tomorrow, 
school counselors must expand and strengthen the services they offer. 
Need for Guidance 
As our society becomes increasingly complex and as rapid change 
forces a re-examination of our institutions and way of life, we see 
intensified and multiplied demands placed upon education. In adjusting 
to these new demands of society, our educational institutions have 
found it necessary to provide services of a higher quality and of a 
more specialized and professional nature (2:271). 
One such program, which has received increased emphasis in recent 
years, is that of guidance in the public school. Grieder (8:204) ex-
pressed the fact that guidance has developed to the status of an 
indispensable service, a fact attested to by its inclusion in the pro-
visions of the National Defense Education Act of 1958. 
In a speech to the Sixteenth Annual Conference on Guidance and 
Personnel Work, Miller (18:106) gave three reasons why improvement of 
guidance services is necessary today. They were: (1) Our society 
becomes more complex daily. The constantly increasing specialization 
of jobs and the increased training and education required to qualify 
for these same jobs are the more obvious factors in this problem. 
(2) The trend toward mass education continues. The trend toward 
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increased consolidation of our schools today, while bringing with it 
many advantages, increases the need for guidance. Consolidation means 
larger schools, larger schools very often mean larger classes, larger 
classes increase the likelihood of the students' becoming "buried in 
the mass" with consequent frustration of their need for achievement 
and recognition, and their urge for individuality. (3) World tension 
is at a new high today. 
Effective guidance services will help teachers improve their 
professional practice, improve pupil-teacher relationships and parent-
teacher relations, help pupils make adequate adjustments in their 
day-to-day contacts, as well as assisting them in their efforts to 
progress satisfactorily through the grades. In addition, an effective 
guidance program should help parents and patrons to better understand 
the total program of the school (3:83). 
In a sense, evaluation is, at its best, the application of 
sound research procedures to secure the data which makes it 
possible to determine the worth and the outcomes of the guid-
ance effort. (12:236) 
Riccio (22:100) states the major purpose of evaluation is to 
ascertain the current service or activity within a frame of reference 
and, on the basis of this knowledge, to improve the activity in terms 
of quality and efficiency. 
The expressed need for counseling services has been indicated by 
a number of studies. Sageser (4:348-9), in a study involving eight 
colleges and 1212 students, indicated that only four out of the total 
number expressed no need for counseling. Three-fourths of the res-
pendents desired help with academic problems, one-half with vocational 
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problems, and one-tenth with .psychological or psychiatric problems. 
Kirk (14:307) reported that 29 per cent of the 1955 Phi Beta Kappas 
at the University of California had been clients of the counseling 
center, as compared to 22 per cent of the total studentbody, and their 
reaction to the experience was generally positive. In a study com-
paring two small high schools in Kansas, one with counseling services 
and one without, Turney and Morehead (32:445) reported that the general 
achievement of the students in the high school having counseling 
services was significantly higher than those in the high school with-
out counseling services. Serene's (27:324) study on motivating under-
achievers through counseling, indicated that the intelligent use of 
trained counselors could be of significant help in overcoming the 
problems of underachievers. 
Counselor training alone does not seem to be the total answer to 
an improved guidance program. For maximum efficiency the guidance 
program must have the cooperation of the teachers and the leadership 
of the administration. 
as: 
The Basic Guidance Services 
According to Smith: 
The guidance process consists of a group of services to individ-
uals to assist them in securing the knowledge and skills needed 
in making adequate choices, plans, and interpretations essential 
to satisfactory adjustment in a variety of areas. These services 
are designed to result in efficiency in areas which require that 
the individual make adjustments in order that he may be an 
effective member of society. (30:5} 
The Educational Policies Commission has described the guidance 
Guidance is not the work of a few specialists. It is 
rather services from the entire school staff, which requires 
some people with special knowledge and skills, but enlists 
the cooperation of all. (30:6) 
Traxler asked several questions about the functioning guidance 
program: 
1. Is the guidance program appropriate to the objectives and 
functions of the local school? 
2. Does the guidance program have administrative support? 
3. Is the faculty attitude favorable to a guidance program? 
4. Does the school have on its staff specialized guidance 
personnel; if not, does it have qualified staff members 
who are able and willing to acquire the necessary special 
training. 
5. Has provisions been made for the physical equipment needed 
to carry on a guidance program? 
6. Does the school have a comprehensive, well-organized 
cumulative record, and are the records kept up to date 
by trained clerical workers? 
7. Has the school developed systematic procedures for the 
objective appraisal of individual pupils? 
8. Does the school use systematic proceduresfor collecting 
information concerning educational and vocational oppor-
tunities? 
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9, Do the staff members participating in the counseling of 
individual pupils agree on certain principles of counseling, 
and so they carefully prepare for their counseling activities 
with these principles in mind? 
10 . .Are referral agencies available, and have the services which 
these agencies can render to the school been explored? 
11. In establishing a guidance program, is a special effort 
being made in the guidance program to build up mutually 
helpful relations with other agencies in the community 
that are particularly concerned with the problems of young 
people? 
12. Is there a well-organized plan for following up individuals 
ai'ter they leave the school? 
13. Has the school undertaken a continuous program of education 
of faculty members in guidance principles and techniques? 
(31:11-14) 
Hronrin and Erickson listed some standards for the guidance 
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program: 
1. The guidance program should be administered in terms of the 
needs, interests, abilities, and opportunities of the pupils. 
2. Guidance services should be available to all pupils at all 
educational levels. 
3. Guidance is concerned with the best development of the 
"total" individual. It must be so organized that all pupil 
experiences are coordinated and related. 
4. The guidance program must be organized to enlist the under-
standing, interest, ability, and energy of every member of 
the staff. 
5. The guidance program should be organized to care for problems 
that have developed, to prevent such problems from arising, 
and help each pupil secure for himself the most productive 
and positive experiences. In other words, the guidance pro-
gram should be organized to cure, to prevent, and to enrich. 
6. The administration of the guidance program should insure 
planned services which are purposef'ul and unified. 
7. The guidance program should be administered so that special-
ists may constantly seek to strengthen teachers. 
8. The guidance program should be organized to utilize to 
supplement, and to enrich the guidance experiences provided 
pupils by- home and community. 
9. The guidance program should be so administered that personal 
contacts and the "human touch" are provided. 
10. The guidance program should help members become increasingly 
able to guide themselves. (10:333-334) 
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Services to administrators 
Through curriculum revision is an administrative function, the 
guidance program ma.y o~en accumulate information concerning the needs 
and interests of pupils, parents, and employers which points to a 
need for curriculum modifications. Especially helpful in appraising 
the curriculum are the results of follow-up studies of former pupils. 
The cooperative working relationships which counselors inevitably 
establish with certain community agencies and individuals tend to 
bring together the interests of school and community in serving the 
needs of pupils and adults. Such relationships are valuable to the 
administration since they expand the area of services to the community, 
promote conmrunity understanding and support for the administration's 
educational program (30:78). 
Services to teachers 
An important obligation of the guidance program is that of serving 
the needs and interests of teachers. There ar e several ways in which 
this responsibility can be met. The information about pupils collected 
for guidance purposes is useful to teachers in understanding the 
aptitudes, interests, needs, and problems of pupils in their classes. 
The assumption that teachers can always find time to study the inven-
tories of pupils in their classes is sometimes not a realistic one. 
In addition to lack of time for this purpose, teachers o~en need help 
in synthesizing and interpreting pertinent information about pupils 
(30:76). 
Services to students 
Guidance programs usually offer the following counseling 
services to the students: (1) educational, (2) vocational, and (3) 
personal social needs and problems (29:31) 
Functions . of administration ·and staff 
members in the guidance program 
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The development of an effective guidance program entails certain 
responsiblilities on the part of the superintendent, principal, parents, 
teachers and pupils. 
Functions of the superintendent 
The effectiveness of the guidance program depends to a marked 
degree upon its integration with the total school program. Its services 
as a coordinated function of all staff members depend upon the philosophy 
of education and administration subscribed to by the superintendent. 
Administrative leadership and support must stem first from him. Even 
though the principal of each school is chiefly responsible for the nature 
and scope of the educational program in his school, the coordinating 
function must be exercised by the superintendent whose responsibility 
for the community educational program requires that he exercise the 
function of over-all administration, leadership, coordination, and 
integration (30:89). 
To the superintendent belongs the function of obtaining the 
support of tbe board of education and the community for the . guidance 
program as an integrated part of the total educational program. The 
provision of funds for necessary personnel, supplies, materials, and 
facilities is essential to the success of the guidance program (30:90). 
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Functions of the director of guidance 
The guidance director is primarily a consultant and supervisor 
of the system-wide guidance program. The guidance director, serving 
as the superint .endent 's agent, should have an important part in the 
planning of the guidance activities in each school. 
The guidance director is responsible for giving leadership to 
the planning and coordination of the system-wide guidance program. 
To do this effectively he must provide consultation services for 
administrators, teachers, and counselors. He must also perform 
some supervisory functions, though these should be in the nature 
of consultation rather than authoritative supervision. It is his 
responsibility to encourage and assist with the development or 
improvement of guidance services, and to gather data through 
research and evaluation which will lead to a more effective 
guidance program. (30:92) 
Functions of .the principal 
The principal is a key person in developing or improving guidance 
services in his school. He alone can convey to the superintendent 
requests for essential personnel, physical facilities, supplies and 
materials which must be provided. Selection or approval of counselors, 
policies concerning scheduled time for guidance activities, decisions 
affecting the organizational pattern of the program, providing for or 
approving in-service training of staff members, approval of staff 
members to serve in various capacities in program development and other 
administrative functions must be performed by the principal. Unless 
these tasks are carried out, the efforts of staff members to develop 
or improve the guidance program will be of no avail (30:90-91). 
Functions of the teacher 
Russell and Willis (23:709) stated that in a study directed to-
ward exploring the extent to which teachers support the guidance program 
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in the intermediate schools that the results revealed two things. 
(1) There was significant difference of opinion among the teachers 
as to the role of guidance concerning discipline. Many teachers felt 
counselors tend to overprotect students. (2) Guidance programs do 
not get the support of a large majority of the teachers. 
Sayette (25:10) stated that an excellent guidance program 
hinges on a good relationship between the classroom teacher and the 
counselor. It is a recognized fact that the classroom teacher is the 
backbone of any good school. The first line in the guidance program 
is the student-teacher relationship in the classroom. The counselor 
exists to enhance this relationship between the student and the teacher. 
Grieder, Pierce, and Rosenstengle stated that the: 
idea held by many superintendents and principals that 
every teacher is a guidance worker, or should be is all 
right up to a point, but it does not recognize that there 
are techniques and knowledge needed in guidance that every 
teacher connot be expected to possess. (8:203) 
Counseling involves a person-to-person relationship between two 
persons. A trained specialist, guidance counselor, is necessary. 
Everybody cannot guide and counsel. Teachers and principals may give 
advice; counselorsavoid advice-giving. Guidance should not depend 
upon a whim or an opportunity which occasionally presents itself to the 
teacher, although the teacher should be alert to the possibilities that 
present themselves for the services of the counselor (26:31). 
Iowa's Department of Public Instruction (9:28) lists the school 
administrator as responsible for five kinds of administrative activi-
ties in the guidance program: (1) setting direction for guidance in 
the school, ( 2) directing staff actions in guidance, ( 3) evaluating 
effectiveness of guidance services, (4) administrator support of 
guidance in the community, and (5) guidance actions of the school 
administrator involving direct contact with pupils. 
Martinson and Smallenburg (16:287) asked about administrators 
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as guidance participants: Do principals assist in the coordination 
of guidance activities within their buildings? Do the administrators 
participate in planning guidance activities? Do the administrators 
provide time for teachers to carry on guidance activities. Do 
administrators help to interpret the program to the community? AI'e 
the administrators increasing their understanding of good guidance 
procedures? Do the administrators have a planned in-service program 
in guidance for themselves? 
The administrator, according the Hatch and Stafflre (11:148) is 
responsible for the executive leadership of the guidance program. He 
is responsible for staff selection and the interpretation of the roles 
to be played by the various staff members. He procures time and 
facilities, interprets the program to the teachers, parents and pupils. 
The principal is responsible for the policies, organization, 
and leadership of the guidance program and promotes the climate in 
which guidance can be effective (17:32). 
Every classroom teacher is in an excellent position to observe, 
help, and evaluate each child and his problems, regardless of their 
nature. Many times . the child will voluntarily bring his problems to 
the teacher. Thus the teacher may serve as a parent substitute in 
many ways. The teacher may also be forced to counsel with the parents 
(15:132), 
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Wolfson (33: 34} asked questions concerning the teacher in 
guidance. .Does the teacher have a rich, varied, and creative pattern 
of experience7 .Does he use the clues he finds in the ctunulative 
records and in daily contacts as a basis for individualized assignments 
and projects7 Does he keep a written record of what he learns about 
each child? Does he assess its accuracy at intervals? Is he tolerant 
of deviations in interests, values, intellectual specialities, 
creativeness, and competencies? Does he involve his pupils in 
cooperative planning to bring into the open individual goals, concerns, 
and aspirations as well as connnon needs and goals? Does he provide 
his pupils with ways to achieve recognition and success? Does he help 
his pupils to achieve self-perception, including realistic self-
appraisal of strengths and weaknesses? Does he find wa:ys to limit 
over-selfish ambition? Does he create a general atmosphere of warmth 
in the classroom and make each child feel accepted and supported? 
Does he inspire the kind of confidence that enables a child to bring 
into the open his hopes and his problems? 
Martinson and Smallenburg (16:286) continued this type of 
questioning. Are teachers developing increased understanding of pupil 
needs? Do they use knowledge of individual differences in curriculum 
planning? Are they making curriculum improvements based upon mental 
health needs7 Are they gaining ability to identify special needs? 
Do they participate in staff conferences regarding individual children? 
Do they accept behavior as motivated7 Do they respect children? Do 
they participate in the formulation of guidance policies? Do they 
understand the responsibilities and functions of special guidance 
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personnel? Do they understand referral procedures? Do they study 
children's needs prior to referral? Do they use guidance materials and 
techniques in a professional manner? Do they study guidance literature? 
Do they take professional courses in guidance? Do they work closely 
with parents, individually and in groups? 
Functions of the counselor 
According to Hatch and Stefflre the role of the counselor includes: 
1. Genuine interest in the problems and needs of pupils and a 
wholesome desire to help them with their problems. 
2. Ability to develop good working relationships with the other 
staff members. 
3. Effective interviewing competencies based on adequate training. 
4. Knowledge of occupational, educational, and social information 
matierials and how to use them with counselees. 
5. Training in the psychology of human behavior and considerable 
insight into the nature and origin of pupil difficulties. 
6. Wholesome and enthusiastic personal adjustment. 
7. Skill in the use of tools and techniques used in the analysis 
of the individual. 
8. Ability to work with administrators and to assist them in 
developing better school services. 
9. Ability to identify and use school and community referral 
resources. (11:163) 
Counseling requires many different kinds of tools, skills, and 
techniques according to Saysette (25:10} these include: extensive 
study of cumulative records, written anecedotal records prepared con-
tinually by both teachers and counselors; frequent conferences with 
teachers regarding student progress; conferences with students designed 
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to produce an understanding of their unique potentials, conferences 
with parents to develop realistic levels of accomplishment for their 
children; an adequate testing program, including measurement in the 
fields of aptitudes, achievements, and interests. 
The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (5:173) said that a 
counselor counsels individuals and provides group educational and 
vocational guidance services; collects, organizes, and analyzes 
information about individuals through records, tests, interviews, and 
professional sources, to appraise their interests, aptitudes, and 
abilities. The counselor compiles and studies occupational, educa-
tional and economic information to aid counselors in making and 
carrying out vocational and educational objectives; refers students 
to placement service; assists individuals to understand and overcome 
social and emotional problems. He also engages in research and follow-
up activities to evaluate counseling techniques. 
Kenneth Hoyt, Professor of Education at Iowa State University, 
gives six areas in which the school has a right to expect on the part 
of its conselor: 
1. Counselors will have a professional career commitment to 
education. 
2. The counselor is to be a specialist in student appraisal 
procedures and dynamics; educational and occupational 
information including both college and non-college 
opportunities for youth; counseling methods and pro-
cedures; referral procedures and skills in recognizing 
the need for group procedures in guidance; and methods 
and procedures in conducting local research studies 
in the areas of student needs and opportunities. 
3. The services of the counselor will extend to the teaching 
staff, including teaching units and courses in guidance 
to students in groups, solving problems of teacher-pupil 
relations and improving academic achievement through 
searching actively for the causes of student behavior. 
The counselor should be willing to help teachers develop 
added competencies in such areas as student appraisal 
procedures and counseling methodology so that teachers 
may perform more effectively as guidance workers. 
4. The services of the counselor will extend to the admini-
strative staff in that the counselor will take an active 
role in helping students formulate educational plans 
while in the secondary school. The counselor will take 
an active interest in ability grouping where it is prac-
ticed in the school. The counselor should take an 
active interest in students exhibiting attendance and/or 
discipline problems. This involvement should extend to 
searching for causes of behavior and actively seeking 
to counsel students whose behavior appears to be due to 
circumstances amanable to change. The counselor will 
take an active interest in interpreting school policy 
and procedures to students and parents in such a manner 
that they are accepted. The administrator has the right 
to know how the counselor is spending his time. The 
administrator has the right to expect evidence of the 
value of guidance and counseling in the school. 
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5, The counselor will be vitally interested in the welfare . of 
counseling every student in the school. Counseling 
activities would be: all seniors with respect to post 
high school plans; all ninth graders with respect to senior 
high school educational plans; all new students in the 
school with respect to orientation interviews; all stud-
ents who voluntarily seek the counselor's assistance; all 
students referred to counselors by teachers; all students 
experiencing academic difficulty as evidenced by gross 
underachievement or failure; students exhibiting attend-
ance and/or discipline problems; and students exhibiting 
serious personality problems. 
6. The counselor will constantly be striving to increase his 
professional competence by subscribing to and reading the 
professional literature, attending local, state, and 
national conventions, and frequent attendance at sUIDmer 
school sessions for f'urther graduate work. (13:129-132) 
Howard Couch, Director of Guidance in District #91, has set up a 
suggested list of duties and the approximate proportions of time for 
counselors to follow: 
1. Collecting, organizing, interpreting, and collating 
information about pupils and their environment--15 per 
cent. 
2. Providing assistance to other guidance workers--25 per 
cent. 
3. Providing direct assistance to pupils in individual and 
group setting--40 per cent. 
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4. Working with other agencies, organizations, and individuals 
outside the school--10 per cent. 
5. Conducting local evaluation--5 per cent. 
6. Other school functions-- 5 per cent. 
Functions of the pupil 
A survey of pupil opinions of the hi~h school guidance program by 
Gibson (7:453) gave the following results: Senior students gave over-
whelming indication that they liked and were proud of their schools and 
felt that they knew a good deal about them. Ninety-four per cent of 
the students indicated that they felt the guidance program added some-
thing of value to their schooling, although 27 per cent said it had not 
assisted them personally in any way and an additional 18 per cent were 
not certain that they had been assisted. On the other had, 56 per cent 
reported that they were not sure of the activities of their school 
guidance program and approxiamately one-third responded that the pro-
gram had not been described, explained, or outlined to them in any way 
during their three or four years in high school. 
The pupil has a concept of himself prior to his introduction to 
a program of guidance. He responds to these services as he understands 
that they protect or enhance this concept (9:24). 
Ideally, a pupil who is optimally able to profit from 
guidance services will: (1) have a recognized need for help 
in the decision-making process: (2) have mental ability and 
attitudes required to work through this process in the coun-
seling interview; and (3) have the resources available to 
implement decisions reached in counseling. (9:25) 
Functions of the parents 
Findings of a study by Bergstein and Grant (1:703) of parents' 
perceptions of the role of school counselors were that parents had 
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high expectations of the role of secondary school counselors. Parents 
perceived school counselors to be more helpful with educational and 
vocational problems than with personal-emotional-social problems. 
One excellent way parents and counselors can work together to-
ward attainment of their common objectives of helping youth is to get 
together for parent-counselor contacts whenever the apparent need 
arises. This conference consists of an exchange of information re-
garding the child and his opportunities designed to provide both 
parent and counselor with new insight (9:31). 
Parents with specific questions regarding such matters as college 
admittance, curricular choices, selective service requirements, or 
school placement services should find counselors able and willing to 
provide them with specific answers in a very short period of time. 
Summary statement 
The importance of providing counseling and guidance in our second-
ary schools has been given increased emphasis in recent years. This is, 
in part, due to the many and rapid changes that have taken place in our 
society and the world as a whole. 
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Through the review of literature, the guidance services were 
explained. The understanding and support of pupils, parents, school 
staff and administrators are essential for effective guidance. 
The following study was designed to measure the adequacy and 
awareness of the guidance services in the secondary schools in Idaho 
Fall, District #91 bycomparingthe criteria that have been set forth 
in the review of literature with practices in the Idaho Falls school 
system. 
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CHAP'IER III 
THE FINDINGS 
Introduction 
The findings of this study were based on responses to a 
questionnaire given to 720 District #91 students from grades seven 
through twelve in Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain data on the 
strengths and weaknesses of the guidance program in District #91, 
In order to discover the extent to which ~tudents were familiar 
i 
with the guidance services offered, a student questionnaire was used 
in which each student could indicate his feelings by answering either 
"yes" or "no." If he felt that he could not give a definite answer, he 
was instructed to place a check in the space marked"?" which was 
provided for this purpose. 
These finding are divided into two sections. Section one is con-
cerned with total District #91 boy-girl results. The results were 
tabulated by junior high girls, junior high boys (total junior high), 
senior high girls, senior high boys, (total senior high) also total 
junior high-senior high girls and total junior high-senior high boys. 
These results give a general overview of strengths and weaknesses 
which exist in District #91 but do not pinpoint any particular problems 
which might exist in a specific grade or school. 
The second section is an analysis of one particular school--Skyline 
High School--according to sex and grade. Similar data was collected 
for other schools and is being treated by counselors in their 
particular schools. The remaining additional charts containing 
the student break.down by grade, sex, and school are in Appendix B. 
Total Student ·Ratings 
Guidance awareness 
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Table I gives the participating students' reactions to guidance 
awareness. 
Seventy-five per cent of the girls and 66 per cent of the boys 
stated that "they could tell a new student about the guidance activi-
ties offered at the schools," while 41 per cent girls and 45 per cent 
boys responded "no" to the question "has the school guidance program 
been described, explained, or outlined for you?" 
Seventy-three per cent girls and 72 per cent boys felt that 
"guidance programs were valuable to the school," and 53 per cent girls 
and boys stated that "it has assisted them personally in some way." 
"Is time available to see a counselor?" received'yes"from 71 per 
cent girls and from 73 per cent boys. 
Ninety-eight per cent girls and 96 per cent boys know "where the 
counseling office was located" while 87 per cent girls and boys knew 
"which member of the staff was the counselor." 
Fifty-nine per cent girls and 58 per cent boys felt that "guidance 
was available to all students." 
Only 42 per cent girls and 43 per cent boys knew that "counselors 
could assist them in developing good study habits" while 59 per cent 
girls and 55 per cent boys knew "counselor-parent conferences were held." 
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Testing and inventory service 
Table II show 84 per cent girls and 86 per cent boys said "yes" 
to "have you taken any guidance tests?" Sixty-six per cent girls and 
69 per cent boys stated "they had been informed of the test results" 
but 43 per cent girls and 48 per cent boys said "no" when asked "if 
the school informed their parents of test results." 
Forty-six per cent girls and 58 per cent boys "felt the tests had 
been helpful in their educational planning" while 49 per cent girls 
and 50 per cent boys responded "they had not had an opportunity to 
discuss their cumulative record with a counselor." 
Individual counseling service 
The question that received the highest percentage of responses 
was "have you been satisfied with the course selection you have made?" 
Sixty-nine per cent girls and 73 per cent boys said "yes" as shown 
on Table III . 
Sixty-eight per cent girls and 63 per cent boys stated "individual 
counseling of students was part of the guidance program" and 58 per 
cent girls and 56 per cent boys said "they seek the assistance of the 
counselor" but the percentage dropped to 39 per cent girls and boys 
"if it were a personal problem." 
Forty-one per cent girls and boys had "talked to a counselor about 
future plans--vocational and educational." 
Group counseling 
Table IV gives a picture of the reaction of students to group 
counseling. 
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Wh.en asked if op;portunity was ;provided for groups to discuss job 
opportunities or training programs with people engaged in the field, 
45 per cent girls and 40 per cent boys said "yes." 
Forty-eight per cent girls and 50 per cent boys felt "they had 
been encouraged to investigate the personal and educational require-
ments for occupations." 
"No" was the major response of 59 per cent girls and boys to the 
question "have you participated in a student-teacher-counselor con-
ference?" 
Forty-five per cent girls and boys stated "opportunity was pro-
vided for groups of students to discuss matters of concern to them." 
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Girls ranked high with a 60 per cent response to "have you been 
helped to develop both immediate and long-range plans?" Forty-two per 
cent of the boys felt they had been helped. 
Informational service 
Table V shows that 64 per cent girls and 72 per cent boys "felt 
the school used film-strips, books, etc. to help students understand 
problems of personal and social development" while 59 per cent girls 
and 65 per cent boys "felt they had access to the information they 
wanted and needed about colleges and other schools which offer post 
high school education." 
Fifty-four per cent girls and 62 per cent boys "were aware that 
the school had infonnation about occupations on file for students use 
concerning opportunities and requirements." 
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In answer to the question "are services provided to assist students 
to obtain additional education or training" 46 per cent girls and 51 
per cent boys responded "yes." 
Forty-five per cent girls and boys "felt they had received help 
in the improvements of study skills and habits." 
Teachers function in guidance 
In response to the question "do teachers have responsibilities 
in the guidance program," Table VI shows 46 per cent girls and 44 per 
cent boys answering "yes" with 41 per cent girls and 39 per cent boys 
"not sure." 
Forty-two per cent girls and 41 per cent boys agree "teachers 
discuss various occupations which are related to the subjects taught 
by them. 11 
"Not sure" if teachers "accept and take advantage of the guidance 
services offered" were 40 per cent girls and 36 per cent boys. 
Fifty-three per cent girls and 56 per cent boys stated "teachers 
refer students to the school counselor." 
Placement services 
The percentage responses of the placement services as viewed by 
students in District #91 are shown in Table VII. 
Fifty-two per cent girls and 51 per cent boys responded "yes" 
when asked "if they had made realistic course selections in relation 
to their abilities and interests." 
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"No" was the response of 36 per cent girls and 38 per cent boys 
when asked if "they were helped to become familiar with the employment 
possibilities in their connnunity and surrollllding areas." 
Thirty-eight per cent girls and 44 per cent boys stated "students 
can get assistance from the school in getting part or full-time work." 
Skyline High School Ratings 
Guidance awarertess 
Table VIII shows seventy-seven per cent sophomore girls "knew 
about guidance services offered," and "felt the guidance program had 
been adequately explained," and "felt they were helped to learn about 
the school and how to get along in it." Ninety per cent sophomore 
girls "felt the guidance program was valuable," but only 60 per cent 
reported "it had assisted them personally." 
Fifty per cent stated "co1.U1selors could assist students with good 
study habits," while 63 per cent "felt they could receive help planning 
an educational program." 
The sophomore boys rated above 50 per cent in all areas except "has 
the guidance program been adequately explained." Sixty-three per cent 
"felt it had assisted them personally." 
Fifty per cent of the junior girls and the junior boys stated that 
they "felt the guidance program had not been adequately explained," 
40 per cent girls and 27 per cent boys had not received help with study 
habits, nor did they know if "parent-teacher conferences were held." 
Seventy-three per cent jllllior girls and 63 per cent j1.U1ior boys 
felt the guidance program "had assisted them personally in some way." 
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Although 63 per cent senior girls and 87 per cent junior boys 
felt the guidance program "had assisted them personally in some way." 
they also stated more help should be given to orient new students 
and to help with developing good study habits. 
Eighty per cent or better of all students at Skyline felt that 
the guidance program was valuable, knew that time was available to see 
a counselor, where the counseling office was located and which member 
of the staff was the counselor. 
Testing and inventory services 
Table IX reveals that fifty-three per cent sophomore girls and 
40 per cent sophomore boys would like to discuss their cumulative 
record with a counselor and only ten per cent sophomore girls and 23 
per cent sophomore boys felt that the school informed parents of test 
results. The sophomores; boys 37 per cent and girls 50 per cent, felt 
the tests had not been helpful to their educational planning and they 
would like the results interpreted. 
The juniors and seniors expressed favorable results about the 
testing services with the exception of 43 per cent junior girls, 47 
per cent junior boys, 33 per cent senior girls and 50 per cent senior 
boys, feeling that the school did not inform parents of test results. 
The majority of students knew the school had a standardized 
testing program, had taken guidance tests and also felt that they had 
been informed of the results. 
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Individual counseling 
Table X shows that 73 per cent or higher of all Skyline students 
"knew individual counseling of students was a part of the guidance 
program," but many st _udents, (53 per cent sophomore and junior girls 
and 43 per cent sophomore and junior boys}expressed "a desire to have 
a chance to examine their abilities and interests as they pertain to 
their future" with a counselor. 
Fifty per cent or higher of all grades stated "they sought the 
assistance of the counselor but only 67 per cent of the sophomore 
girls and 57 per cent of senior boys "felt free to discuss a personal 
problem." All other groups were below 50 per cent. 
A high percentage of students responded "they were satisfied 
with the course slections they had made. 
Group counseling 
Table XI deals with group counseling services. Fif'ty per cent or 
better of the Skyline students "felt that an opportunity was provided 
for groups of students to discuss matters of concern to them." 
Only 47 per cent sophomore boys, 40 per cent junior boys and 30 
per cent senior boys "felt they had had an opportunity through a 
school activity to discuss job opportunities or training programs that 
interested them with people engaged in the field." 
"Have you participated in a student, teacher, counselor conference?" 
brought a "yes" response in the 30 per cents from all grades, boys and 
girls. 
Fif'ty per cent or better of all Skyline students "felt they had 
been helped to develop both immediate and long-range plans." 
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Informational services 
Fro.m the results in Table XII, it appears that Skyline counselors 
have done an above average job in letting students know what informa-
tional materials are available. Eighty per cent or better of all 
students "knew they had access to information they wanted about 
colleges and technical schools." Sixty per cent or higher of the 
students "knew the school had files, filmstrips, books, etc. to help 
students understand problems of personal and social development" and 
"that the school had occupational information on file." Sixty-seven 
per cent or above "knew services were provided to assist students 
in planning careers." 
Teachers functions in guidance 
Table XIII seems to reveal a definite weakness in the counseling 
area. Most students state "no" to the questions: "Do teachers discuss 
the various occupations which are related to the subjects taught by them?" 
"Do teachers discuss vocational applications of subject matter fields?" 
and "Do teachers discuss educational implications of their subject mat-
ter field'l" 
About 50 per cent of the students "feel that teachers have a 
responsibility in the guidance program," while 52 per cent or above 
"feel teachers refer students to the school counselor." 
Placement services 
Table XIV shows seniors leading in "yes" responses to the questions 
"Are students helped to become familiar with the employment possibili-
ties in the community" and"Can students get assistance from. the school 
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in getting part or f'ulltime w.ork?" Junior girls and boys follow with 
57 per cent. 
Testing and inventory services 
Fif'ty-three per cent sophomore girls and 40 per cent sophomore 
boys would like to discuss their cumulative record with a counselor 
and only 10 per cent sophomore girls and 23 per cent sophomore boys 
felt the school informed parents of test results. The sophomore boys, 
37 per cent, sophomore girls, 50 per cent, felt the tests had not 
been helpf'ul to their educational planning and they would like the 
results interpreted. 
The juniors and seniors expressed favorable results about the 
testing services with the exception of 43 per cent junior girls, 47 
per cent junior boys; 33 per cent senior girls, and 50 per cent 
senior boys, felt the school did not inform parents of test results. 
The majority of students knew the school had a standardized 
testing program, had taken guidance tests and felt they had been 
informed of the results. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMA.RY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sununary 
The problem 
The purpose of this study was to obtain information about the 
awareness of the guidance services of District #91 as seen by the 
students. 
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A general overview of strengths and weaknesses which exist in 
District #91 was obtained by using total junior high-senior high girl 
and total junior high-senior high boy results. 
Specific strengths and weaknesses were pinpointed by analyzing 
the results of one particular school--Skyline High School. 
Similar data was collected for the other schools in District #91 
and charts containing the student breakdown by grade, sex, and school 
are in Appendix B. 
Procedures used 
The questionnaire used in the study was obtained from the Idaho 
State Department of Education. A group of District #91 counselors 
met under the direction of the Pupil Personnel Director and fif'ty 
questions were selected which they felt would measure the awareness 
of the guidance services offered. The questionnaire was used to 
evaluate the effectiveness and to point out strengths and weaknesses 
,of the guidance program. 
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Findings 
The study showed that there is an increased awareness and use 
of the guidance services offered in District #91 since Dr. Fifield's 
ten year follow up study (6). 
The findings of this study, including all schools, revealed 
certain strengths and weaknesses of the guidance program. The most 
noticeable strengths of the guidance program as viewed by the students 
were: 
1. The students seemed to have a knowledge of the guidance 
services and activities athat are offered in the school. 
2. Many students sought the assistance of the counselor. 
3. The guidance program seemed to be of value to the school 
and also had assisted the students personally. 
4. Most of the students seemed to participate in the testing 
program. 
5. The students seemed to be informed of their standardized 
test results and the majority felt that they understood what 
the results meant. 
6. Students were pleased with the help received in course 
selection. 
7. Students were satisfied with the help they received and the 
materials available concerning occupations, colleges and 
technical schools. 
8. Students seemed to feel they were helped to become familiar 
with the employment possibilities in their community and 
surrounding ar.ea. 
Th.e moat noticeable ~eakneas of the guidance program as reported 
by the students were: 
1. It appeared that parents were not informed of the results 
of standardized tests. 
2. It seemed that students would like more help with developing 
good study habits. 
3. It seemed that more students would like to discuss their 
cumulative record with a counselor. 
4. It seemed that more specific help should be given students 
concerning future plans. 
5. It appeared that not enough students felt free to discuss 
a personal problem with the counselor. 
6. It seemed that teachers did not accept their responsibility 
as part of the guidance program. 
7. It appeared that there was not a part or full-time place-
ment program to assist the students in obtaining employment. 
Conclusions 
Based upon the findings of this study, the following conclusions 
were drawn: 
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1. The guidance program was functioning adequately in the 
testing field--if the interested parents could be informed of 
test results. 
2. The emphasis in the placement service was in educational 
placement with nothing being done to assist the students with 
occupational employment. 
3, The teachers were not taking advantage of the occupational 
material available nor infonning students about occupations 
in their particular fields. 
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4. There was a lack of time to go over future plans, cumulative 
records and the developing of good study habits with individual 
students. 
Recommendations 
1. Encourage parents to attend the PTSA meeting where test scores 
are given and explained. Encourage students to take home 
their profile chart for parents to see test results. 
2. Begin an in-service training program to help teachers under-
stand their role in the counseling program--to also explain 
the material available for their use. 
3. A survey of local and surrounding areas should be conducted 
to determine what job opportunities are available and then 
to set up a full or part-time employment service to assist 
students to gain employment. 
4. Adopt an effective orientation procedure to let each student 
know that the counselor is available to go over the student's 
future plans, cumulative record or to provide suggestions and 
material to help develop good study habits. 
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APPENDIX A 
Please check: 
1. Male 
Fem.ale 
Information Data 
2. What school do you attend? 
Central Junior High 
Clair E. Gale 
Idaho Falls High School 
O. E. Bell Juni~r High School 
Skyline High School 
Seventh 
Eighth 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
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STUDENT INVENTORY OFGUIDANCE AWAI@JESS 
We would like to obtain an indication of your awareness of the 
guidance services offered in your school. By knowing how you feel 
about this phase of our school program, we shall be better able to 
initiate changes in areas which you indicate. Will you please 
respond as frankly and honestly as you are able? DO NOT PLACE YOUR 
~ ON THIS INVENTORY. 
DIRECTIONS: Will you please check (X) the answer that best 
indicates your feelings about each question.(If 
you feel that you cannot give a definite YES or 
NO answer, will you please check (X) in the space 
marked (?). 
Are You 
Aware Of? 
_Yes_No_ 
Yes_ No 
_Yes_No_ 
Yes_No_ 
_Yes _!o_ 
Yes_No_ 
_Yes_ No 
-
Yes No 
- - -
Yes_No_ 
Yes_No_ 
Yes_No_ 
_Yes_No_ 
_Yes_ No 
? 1. 
? 2. 
? 3. 
? 4. 
? 5. 
? 6. 
? 7. 
? 8. 
? 9. 
? 10. 
? 11. 
? 12. 
? 13. 
Could you tell a new student what Guidance 
Services and activities are ca.rried on in 
this school? 
In your opinion does the guidance program 
add anything of value to your school? 
Is school time made available for students 
to see a counselori 
Has the school guidance program ever been 
explained, described or outlined for you? 
Has the school guidance program, as you 
understand it, assisted. you personally in 
any way? 
Have you had the opportunity to discuss 
your ci.unulative record with a counselor? 
Have you taken any guidance test (Aptitude, 
Achievement, Scnolastic?) 
If you have taken any guidance test, have 
you usually been informed of the results? 
Have your ahility and achievement tests been 
helpful to you in your educational planning? 
Does the school inform parents of 
standardized test results? 
Has your school counselor talked with you 
about your future plans--vocational and 
educational? 
Has a counselor helped you to examine your 
abilities and interest traits as they pertain 
to your future? 
Do you know where your school counselor's 
office is? 
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_Yes_No_? 14. When you entered high school, were you helped 
to learn about your new scho ol and how to 
get along in it? 
_Yes_No_? 15. Does the school use film-strips, films 
pamphlets, books, etc., to help students 
understand problems of personal and social 
development? 
_Yes_No_? 16. Were you helped before the 9th grade to 
plan yo11r high school pro gram of coursesE 
Yes_No_? 17. Have you r eceived any help from your 
school in the improvements of study skills 
and habits? 
Yes_No_? 18. Do students have access to the information 
they want and need about colleges and other 
schools which offer post high school 
education? 
~Yes_No_? 19. Does the school have information about 
occupations on file anywhere for student's 
use? 
Yes_No_? 20. Have students been encouraged to investigate 
the personal and educational requirements 
for occupations they have considered? 
Yes_No __ ? 21. Have students had opportunities through a 
school activity to discuss job opportunities 
or training programs that interest you with 
Yes No ? 
- --
Yes No ? 
- -- -
_Yes_No_ ? 
_Yes_ No ? 
Yes No ? 
-- -
Yes NO ? 
- -
Yes No ? 
-- -
Yes No ? 
-- -
Yes No ? 
--
Yes No ? 
- --
Yes No ? 
- -
_Yes_No_ ? 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
2b. 
27. 
28. 
29 •• 
JO. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
people engaged in the field? 
Do teachers discuss the various occupations 
which are related to the subjects taught 
by them'Z 
Does the school help you to consider 
information about yourself as it relates to 
your future educational and vocational pl ans? 
Are students helped to become familiar with 
the employment possibilities in your community 
and surrounding areas? 
Have you been satisfied wit h the course 
selections whic ·1 you have made? 
Can students get assistance from the scho ol 
in getting part or full-time work? 
If Jou feel you ·had a persona+ problem, would 
you feel free to discuss it with a counselor? 
Do you know which member of your school 
staff is your school counselor? 
Is ~n organized program of guidance available 
to all students? 
Does the school have a standardized testin g 
program? 
Have Guidance Services been provided to 
nrient new students to the school? 
Do teachers discuss vocational applications 
of subject matter fields? 
Have students been helped to develop bot h 
immediate and long-ranee plans? 
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_Yes_ No ? 
Yes No ? 
--
_Yes_No_ ? 
_Yes_No_ ? 
Yes_No_ ? 
_Yes_No_ ? 
Yes No ? 
- --
_Yes_No_ ? 
No _Yes_ ? 
_Yes_ No ? 
_Yes_ No ? 
_Yes_No_ ? 
Yes No ? 
- -
Yes No ? 
Yes No ? 
Yes No ? 
_Yes_No_ ? 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
Are services provided to assist students 
to obtain additional education or trainine? 
Are services provided to assilt students 
in planning careers? 
Is individual counseling of students a 
part of the guidance program? 
Are informational materials on education 
available to students? 
Do teachers have responsibilities in the 
guidance program? 
Are standardized test results interpreted 
for teacher and student use? 
Have you participated in a student, teache; 
counselor conference? 
Do teachers and students accept and take 
advantage of the guidance services offered? 
Do teachers discuss educational implica-
tions of your subject matter field? 
Do you seek the assis tance of the 
counselor? 
Do teachers refer students to the school 
counselor? 
Is an opportunity provided for groups of 
students to discuss matters of concern to 
them? 
Are informational materials available to 
students concerning occupational opportun-
ities and requirements? 
Are counselor-parent conferences held? 
Is help given to students in planning an 
educational program to meet their indi-
vidual needs? 
Are services provided to assist students 
in developing good study habits? 
Have students made realistic course 
selections in relation to their abilities 
and interests? 
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A SEVENTH GRADE MALE AND FEMAL~ PERCENTAGl REPORI' ON THE GFKXJP COJNSELING SERVICES 
OFFERED AT THE JUNIOR rtIGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
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AN EIGH'l'H GRADE MALE AND FO:MAL2 t.c:RCS'N'!''.r.'i: RERlffi' ON THE GUIDANCE AWARENES:, SERVICES 
OF'f'ER,;D AT THE JUNIOR HIGH ::iCHOOIS IN DIS'l'RICT #91 
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'l'ABLE # mu 
AN EIGHTH GRAUE MU: AND FEMALE PERCEN'l'Ar.E R:!:POFT ON '!'HE TESTING AND INVENTORY SERVICE:S 
OFF~RF.D AT THE JUNIOR HIGH SC~()')LS IN DISTRICT #91 
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AN '.:.IGHTH GRA,)E MALE AND lili:Mi\LE PERCENTAGE REPORI' ON THE Itr.H VI!lJAL COONSELING S•'.RVICES 
OFF'ER;;:D Al' '!'HE J i !NIOR U.IC:H SCHOOL:, IN DISTRICT -#91 
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TABLE # XXV 
AN l!°:IGHTH GRAD~ MALE AND FC:~'ALE PERCE~"l'ACE REI'OITT OK THE GRO!!P COUNSELING SERVICES 
OFFl'.:RSD AT T!<2 JUNIOR EIGH SCHOCLS IN DISTRICT #91 
E I G H T H F E M A L E S E I G H T H M A L E S 
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AN EIGHTH GRADE MAI E AND FEMALE PE~ENTAGE REPORI' ON THE INFOffo!ATIONAL SERVICES 
OFFERED AT THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOI.5 IN DISTRICT #91 
E I G H T H E E M A J. E 5 E I G H T H M A T R S 
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AN EIGHTH GRAi.iE ~LE AND FEMALE PERCENTAGF: REFORI' ON THE TNFOW.ATJONAL SERVICES 
OFFERED AT THE JUNIOR liJGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
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A TENTH GRADE MALE AND FE~IA! B FERCE.VI'AGE RSFOffi' 0N THE INDJVIllJAL COONSELING SERVICES 
OFF'8R~D AT THE sgNJC.R HIGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRIC'I' #91 
T E N T H F E M A L E S T E N T H M A L E S 
NUMBER OF STIJDENTS ;v )', TOTAL JU JU 
I1aho Idaho 
QUESTION Falls Skyl ~!1e 60 Falls Sk line 
Yes No 1 Yes No ? 'ies Nc, ? Yes No 1 Yee No ? Ye Nli 1 Yes No 1 
~ 53 17 47 47 6 38 5Z) IZ. 34 63 3 53 40 7 
23 ~ 17 34 S3 /3 29 .57 14- 2?J 79 7 ~3_ 42._ I</-
"'° 
34 26 St, 23 27 4S 29 26 ~ .53 17 27 130 43 
67 27 b &:) /3 7 73 20 7 b7 20 13 a? /C, /C, 
; 
Z7 53 2t) 67 23 /0 47 .:(B IS" Zo '73 7 47 27 26 
4£> 17 ~3 73 3 Z? .s7 /0 ~3 ~ 20 4!J 8o /O 10 
St> 37 13 70 /3 17 l,o ZS 15 ~ 34 23 57 27 16 
Yes 
43 
33 
29 
73 
133 
6o 
StJ 
.I.VJ.AL 
60 
No 1 
Si s 
S7 
4Z 29 
/!> 
so 7 
I~ s-
3o 0 
l-0 
00 
Ha 
Ha 
Ha 
Ha 
Is 
TABLE I XXXIX 
A TE.>fTH GRADE MALE AND FENALE PERCENTAGE REFCR'I' ON THE GRCUP COJNSEl ING SERVICES 
CFF~RED AT THE SENIOR HTGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT # 91 
~ENT H FEMALES T E N T H M A I E S 
NIIMRER OF STIJD!NTS _. . _. )l' TOTAL 10 10 
Id3.ho Idaho 
QUESTION Falls sJ,_yli ne 60 Falls l:lrvl '1P 
. . 
Yes No ? Yes No ? Yes Ne ? Yes No 1 Yee No 1 Ye Ne, 7 Ye, No 7 
S::> /3 31 1,7 /0 123 60 /Z ~ 60 !JO /~ S7 Z3 zo 
s 
. 
-
so 27 23 60 17 Z3 SS" 2Z 23 34- 47 ;g 47 37 Ii. 
34 23 43 S7 17 21. 4S zo 3S 43 37 20 53 34- /~ 
Z3 60 17 ~o SlJ 2L) 27 5S 18 Zo 67 /3 34-Sl:) /6 
•l 
12.3 47 4o -30 57 17 Z6 ,z 28 ~ 27 33 153 17 30 
I I I I 
Yes 
SB 
41 
48 
Z7 
47 
·1v.ui.L 
~r, 
No 
27 
4Z 
3S 
~ 
zz. 
? 
s 
7 
s 
I 
"-0 
"-0 
!),::, 
We 
Ha 
Do 
Do 
Are 
"'!' 
TABLE # XL 
A ENTH GR.\IJ1' 1".ALE AND F~!ALE PERCENTAGE REI-ORT ON THE INFORMATIONAL 3EflVICES 
OFFERED AT THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
T E N T H F E M A L E S T E N T H M A L E S 
NUMBER OF STIJDENTS 30 10 TOTAL 30 30 
Idc!ho Idaho 
QUESTION Falls Skyline 60 Falls Skvlir.e 
Yes No ? Ye" No ? Yes Ne ? Yes No ? Ye~ No 1 Ye Nl, ? Yei No ? 
·s •he school use fUI"-
,tri:;;s, films, books, etc • 
. o hel; stu'1ents ur.de!"Stand 
•rorl ems of pe'"SC'lla ,_ :i.nd 
,oc ; !:I.,. rl.P.vel o:r..,~nt ? 4a 2.4 36 6, /3 Z4 ~I 2LJ 29 50 40 /0 73 /0 17 
~ yo~ he1ped before t~e 
•th g!'2~e to plan ynur 
igh scrool rrogTa111 of 
57 27 It. 2:, 10 &Z 2S 13 67 30 3 87 /0 3 01.1rses? 67 
e you ~c~ivPd ar.y hel; 
:ro~ your sc hool i n 
mrrovements o~ study habit : J4 47 /,P 43 4~ 14 ~ ~ 17 43 S3 4 S7 33 10 
students h:i.ve Recess to the 
n~o~ .~ti> n th~ y w:i.nt ~nd 
ePd ah..'.'t:.t ~,! lc,,ge s ~r-:l 
8t:> 3 {Jc, ,!JS .3 73 t!},C) echnic <'-::. schoo:.s? 17 3 7 /Z, /0 17 ., 17 
s the scrool have occupa -
~ 49 ional info!1Tlati ,n on file? 17 63 7 fJo ~ IZ ~ 57 13 30 6o 3 37 
services provL!.ed to ass.!.i 
tudents to or~:i.in add~tior. 
1 educ~t~o!'l or tra!n1r.g? s:> 2.o ~ so 17 33 SZ> 18 3Z 53 2L> 27 ~7 13 z.o 
oservice,s fl"lV!ned +:, as:,:\ . 
tu~er.t~ 1n ;:a!1!";!'lf: r.A-re~n? 70 3 Z7 77 JO /3 73 7 20 {.3 17 2tJ bl 13 Z.tJ 
Yes 
6Z 
n 
.,a 
77 
58 
6C> 
65 
TOTAL 
60 
No 1 
ZS I. 
zo I ~ 
~ I~ 
7 /. 
8 ~ ~ 
17 z. 
15 z. 
I-' 
0 
0 
Are 
Ar 
TABLE # !L ( Cont Id) 
A TENTH GRADE MALE: A~(ll EMAT ,E PE!tC!!:N I Ar.E RErOffi' ON THE INFOR-IATICNAI. SERVICES 
OF!i'ERED AT TH~ SENIOR HI GH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
T ENT H F E M __ A ___ L_E ___ S___ _ T E N T H M A L E S 
mlMllER OF STIJDENTS JI) )0 TOTAL )0 10 
Idaho Idaho 
QUESTION Falls Shli r?e 60 Falls Skyline 
Yee No ? Yes No ? Yes No ? Yes No ? Yee No ? Yeit N& ? Yes No ? 
i nf onnatio nal materiills I 
n educat io n available to 
tudents "? 53 ; 17 , .SD 7() ' 7 23 t,Z /2 26 717-/3 17 87 . ·7 !.&· 
'.nf:,r:n,-,t ' '1!c'l.l mate r i.ills 
v~:la ble t::> st~dents 
oncetning occupat!onal 
r:-~rbni ties and 
' 50 1.tS ·~s eq·..1~ !"emen+-s? 
' 
50 /.3 .37 ~o /7 3.3 67 · ZtJ /3 ltl 7 ,23 
I 
TOTAL 
60 
Yes No ? 
I 
;!Qj() ' 
.12 
168 14 IB 
1--' 
~ 
Do 
D0 
Do 
Do 
De 
Do 
TABLE I XI.I 
A TENTH GRADE MALE AND li'EMAI E PER(> NTl,CE REPOIIT ON TEACHERS' FUNC'l IONS I N 
GUIDANCE AT THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT # 91 
_T_--1L'NTY _.Ji'MATJi'S T E N T H 
NTTMllER OF STUDENTS 
"'" "'" 
TOTAL 10 
Idaho Sl<y1ine 60 I daho QUESTION FRlls Falls 
Yes No ? Yes No ? Yes No ? Yes No ? Ye, No ? Ye, Ne?. 
.3o n /3 27 so zj Z7 so 23 !Jo 37 
Jo 47 23 30 34 % 3o 40 !k. 20 57 
~ n:·r :Jo zo SD S"3 7 4a 4Z. 14 44 23 27 
rt 
/3 40 47 47 zo ~, 30 3c, 4(J 2o 37 
u 1 
.30 43 27 30 3t:> ~ 3o 37 33 Za 47 
. .. 
S7 21) 23 60 13 2.7 5lJ 17 z.s 67 23 
I 
!'IA LES 
30 
Skyline 
? Yes No ? 
33 47 47 6 
Z3 57 30 1.3 
:,() 47 zo ,3 
43 S3 7 4£> 
33 43 3t:> 27 
ID S7 Z3 Zo 
TOTAL 
60 
Yes No 
39 SI 
37 43, 
3S Z3 
37 zz 
3Z 38 
6l Z3 
? 
z. 
I 
0 
s 
..... 
0 
I\) 
Ha 
Ca 
Arf> 
TABLE # XI.II 
A TENTH '.:R;,i..i~ hA1,E AND FEhi,.lE PERCEN .4':r: !<:.H1RJ' fl F THE PLACE~·~'NT .;i, RVICES 
OFFERSD A"' THE 5ENIOR HTr." ::iCHOCLS TN DI STRI CT #?1 
~_RT H FE KALES T E N T H ___ M A L E S 
11111Mll.ER OF STUDENTS 10 10 TOTAL 10 10 
Irl.aho Id ah o 
QUESTION FaJls S!rvline ,o F:3.ll s Skvl; ne 
Yes No ? Y<:" No ? Yes No 1 Yes No ? Ye! No ? Ye Nl, ? Ye• No ? 
e st u1P.nt c ma"r ~1' .l~st ic 
ourse sel~ ct•ons l n 
e , , t~0n • o t hP.:r ab111 t i~s 
~ !1~ in'ter"??-=;ts? '£.) 3o 4a 20 sa 30 ZS" 14£> 3S" 4£) 40 zo 4D 34-
stu ~en ts u,et ass~5tanc~ 
ro~ the sc h~ol ' n get ~i ng 
art o::t full -t <:ne wo!'!<.? 63 7 30 S() 3 147 S7 s 138 lo 13 17 I~ /3 Z7 
stud~nts hel?e d to 
eco~e f a~ <li a~ wi t h t he 
~~l~y~~nt ~oss'b!l i ~1es 1 n 
our ccm"!unlt y and 
url"'Qur.d •n c; ar eas? 47 34-119 57 /3 3o sz Z3 zs I~ 3o zo 63 13 IZ1-
Yes 
4o 
&S 
57 
TOTAL 
60 
No ? 
37 z 3 
14 2 I 
zz z I 
I-' 
0 
w 
Kn 
l s 
Is 
Ha 
Ha 
Do 
w 
D 
l 
rABLE # XLIII 
AN E1EVENTH GRADE MAU: AND FEMALE PERCENT,,GE REFORI' ON THE ClJ !DANCE AWARENESS SERVI CES 
OFJi'ERr;D AT THE SE!HOR HIGH SCHOOIS I N DI STRICT #91 
E L E V E N T H F E M A L E S E L E V E N T H M A L E S 
NTlM1>ER OF STUDENTS _<U JU TOTAL 30 JO 
I "lc1.ho Id a ho 
QUESTION Fall s Sky li ne 60 Falls S '~y li ne 
ryt: i ., 1 Ye .a No ? Yes No 1 Ye s No 1 Yei No 1 Ye Net 1 Yee Ne 1 
a ro ut gulca r.ce se rv ices 
l acti v ities be i ng of fere, n /.3 JD TP 17 13 7S IS /() 63 27 /0 6o 23 J7 
:'? 9"'J id =:,nee ;'!"')~ ra m 
u,;;.!Jle ? 83 
- 17 lb JO /I) Bl s 19- 67 /0 23 83 7 10 
.me a va ilable tc · s ee ,,_ 
ins elo~? 73 13 14- /!') 17 .J 77 IS B 60 I! Z3 /JO 7 /() 
,he gu i 1ctnce rro:~ m 
m 'ldequa t ely e-.:~la l.ned'.' 43 43 /If 47 so 3 45 47 8 !34 57 j1 !14 so /6 
. he ~,J .;.danc \.. _;l!Y' !..: r-a: asst lted 
I perscr:;.lly ': l.i' ~ /I) ~ /7 /0 7Z 18 /() 4-7 43 /t) ,:1 17 za 
,u kr. : w the l oc at l 'Jn of 
l- CC\J~S~J ~n c ~f!1~ r ? /«J - - /a, 
- -
/IK) 
- - 90 /0 - Y7 3 -
'Jc-.: 'ie c.;e d t c learn 
•t1t Y"''l r !iChool ~:i d ~,::w 
~~ t a l ~~c ~ ~~~ ! t ? 
.S$ .37 /() 7' Z3 4 (.~ 3o 6 63 3<J 7 1.3 Z3 II, 
:·..1 knnw w~:.cr. m~~~~r of 
, staff is you r sc >.oc l 
mse!('l r '? JI{) ~ - !'3 7 - 9Z 8 - a, 17 .3 J!<;J 7 3 
, ~:rgar .~.: .:d !'."..! t c ance 
'':!'3.T'I ava ~::::-~:e -4-.o all 
de r:t s? ,51 7 3S 67 /0 Z.1 o3 7 ~ 'J 17 20 6~ 13 27 
I l 
Yes 
•Z 
7S 
7S" 
3~ 
S.5 
9J 
,3 
8S 
6Z 
TOTAL 
60 
-No 1 
t.S 
8 7 
IZ 
S3 '.3 
~ 'S 
7 
Z7 
IZ 
IS 3 
I-' 
0 
+="' 
Ar 
A~ 
Is 
A~ 
TABLE# XI.III (Cont'd) 
AN e;u,;va;~']'~ GP.ADE !•,Al:: A~!D ~·r.:r·:A'. E: P·~~:c~:'!'A';E REFC'!'rl' m! T!ffi GUIDANCE AWARENESS E.tlVICES 
CF'FER!:D A! T~E: SENICP HTCH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
E L E V E N T H F E M A L E S 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS JD ,o 
- Idaho 
QUESTION Fall s Sk:rll.ne 
--Yee No 1 Ye" No ? Yes No .1 
:iance S'?I'VlC~S 
.dee to cr~ent new 
•r.t::? 60 23 17 63 3 J4 
nscl~= r~nQ~ c~r.Ter -
r.eld? 40 J7 43 so /() 4() 
eiven in rlanr. •r.e 
uc::t ~ ~"nal prof.I'?.-!'!? 73 7 2o 5"0 17 33 
vice~ rrovided to 
,t st· .: -·en":s ~~ 
or '~G rocd stud y 
.s? 3::, Z7 43 40 40 2!l!J 
TOTAL 
60 
Yes No ? Yee! 
6l 14 zr,. 
H 14 4Z 
6Z IZ Z6 
.3S 33 3Z 
E L E V E N T H M A L E S 
No ? 
--
. JC I 30 . I Tom-
f ;daho alls Skyline I 60 
~~ Nl. Yesl No I ? 1 Yes! N,., 
31- S7lz9l47IZ7IZ6l40131 lz.s> 
~7 34 I Z.914~ IZ.J l.:74-140 l.?P I !J/ 
b3 17 IZ£, l70lt3 l!7 l67l!Sl/8 
5a 37 l33I-R>l 27IZ3l40l 3Z I 28 
I-' 
0 
V1 
Ha 
Ha 
Ha 
Ha1 
D0 
Do 
Are 
TABLE # XLIV 
AN ELEVENTH GRA.DE MALE AND FEr!ALE PERCENTAGE<: ftE}(l :fl' C:. TH:.: TEST!Nr; AND IN VENTORY S8RVI CES 
OFFERED AT THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
~_ENT H FEM 4 J E 5 E L E Y E H T H M A L E 5 
llllTMllER OF STUDENTS '>n .,n TOTAL 10 10 
Id a ho Sky J ine 60 Idaho Skyllne QUESTION Ji" , , ~ Falls t-- -Yes N0 ? Y1:~ No ? 'ies No ? Yes No ? Yes No ? Ye1 Nl1 ? Yee No ? 
-
, t 1 di s c~s 3~d your 
Lat iv e T'c?co ri wit h a 
:e ~c r'? 47 so 3 S'7 37 
' 
sz 43 s ~7 Sl 6 so 47 3 
1u taY.e; _ ar..:.: €';.J :..!a n ee 
; ( Apt i. tude, , Ach ieve-
87 7 6 .P3 3 4- Jt:) s .s- .93 7 87 7 
" 
, Sc l:ol as t i c ; ., 
-
:i; te en i nfo r.r.ed of 
lnce t es t :; !"'':~ t: "!. t :? 90 7 3 a:, /0 /0 l.tU 8 7 8:,) Zo - 77 /7 6 
,u r t~ sts t ee n hel~fu l 
:ur ~c.i;c '.\:; c nal 
1i ng? ln ~4 13 37 37 Z6 63 23 /~ ~ J4 /{, 63 Z3 /4,-
1e sch o:-~ ;r.! or.n 
:~s c: s~~r.tia :"'i :zed 
res-...:l t 3? 30 43 Zl 27 43 30 28 43 29 13 43 44 3o 47 23 
1e sc h0 0:!. t::l .'.'l' a sta nd :t . . 
t.e ~t i ::~ ;!"(': ... '"3.:-:? 60 17 23 .1J4 - /6 7Z 8 ;!LJ 47 27 26 70 1 Z3 
!.nd.;.~l~e d test . r csu::!.:~s 
rpre ~P.d for t e:tcher 
::tude~ t us e? 63 /0 Z7 t!O - za ll. 5 z.J SJ /3 !14- 57 17 26 
l I 
TOTAL 
60 
Yes N,:, 
143 sz 
~ 7 
78 /8 
57 IZ.9 
2Z 45" 
SlJ /7 
ss IS" 
? 
4 
·4-
r.:, 
'S 
~ 
I-' 
0 
O'\ 
Ha 
!-h 
Ha 
Ha 
'ii 
:.~ 
::Jc, 
TABLE# IlV 
AN ELJi;'/ENTH GR.A.')E MALE AND FEMALE PEFCEllThGE REPCRI' ON THE JNDIVJIXJAl COJNSELINt; SSF.VICES 
OFFERED AT THE SENIOR HIG~ SCHC'OLS IN DISTRICT #91 
E L E V E N T H F E ~ A L i S E L E V E N T H M A L E S 
NllMIIER OF STUDENTS JU JU TOTAL 10 30 
Idaho Idaho 
QUESTION Falls S'.,y::.ine 60 Falls S~yline 
Yee Ne, ? Ye" No ? Yes N0 ? Yes No ? Yei No ? Ye: N& 7 YeE No 1 
. ,1 · 43 }0 57 37 & 5Z 40 $ ~ l,O .3 43 so 7 
.p 47 
' 
,1-3 S3 4- 4S" sa s u 63 3 47 43 /() 
53 .!Jo 17 so !Jo Zt) SI ~ /9 ~7 53 zo 163 Z3 14-
n 17 6 67 Z3 /0 7Z zo 8 7~ z,a 7 ~3 /3 Z4 
s 
27 47 Z6 ~3 4,.7 zo 3C) 47 Z3 ' IZ7 ~ 13 47 37 Ii. 
6,t) 7 l:1~ 77 3 z" 70 /0 U) ~ 17 ZtJ 73 3 Z<;. 
77 Zo ~ 70 /() rLJ 73 IS- IZ 
' 
6.o ~., 3 ~o 37 /3 
TOTAL 
60 
Yes N,_, 
40 SS 
I 
4() S3 
45 :18 
68 /7 
:Jl 48 
68 /C 
SS 37 
? 
s 
7 
'.S 
'S 
z. 
B 
I-' 
0 
-.i 
H? 
Ha 
Ha 
H~ 
I 
TABLE # XLVI 
AN El. iWEN'!'H GRAJ.li<.: MALE At!D F'SMALE PEFC:i:NTAGE REfORI' 0N THE GR)UP COONSELI NG SERVI CES 
OFFERc:D AT '!'~ SErllO P HIGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
E L E V E N T H F E M A L E S E L E V E N T H M A l E S 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS .:u JV TOTAL .:u ~ 
Idaho Id1 ho 
S!-:;:•line 60 Fa l ls Skyli ne Fal 1 s QUESTION 
·-~ - 1 Yes No 1 Ye~ No 1 Ye Nt, 1 Yei Ne ? Yes Nu ? Ye.a No I ? Yes Ne-
r:.ident::; t ee~ er.c :t'r:.=iged 
1ves t !ea~e t!'l~ 
ma l 1t."ld edu c ·,t io !"al 
L~l'! en~: fo::- a n 
;::.t!.c r.? 67 17 16 63 13 Z4 l:S ,s zo 57 23 2() 67 17 /6 
;ud en t s had o;port un i t.1, J;; 
lf h a sch oo l ac ti v it y 
.s cuss job o:n.o rt un i t iei 
:-a:n:ng ::rc? ra ir.s tin t 
:-est y::-u w!.th ; e c;l e 
;ed ! n t ~e ft e l"'> ~ 2C 2C U> Z,o Zt> «> 20 20 -,.3 Z7 30 40 30 ~ 
:ud en ts bee n he lped t o 
.or both im •. ed h te and 
·!'."3-lle ; lan s? 53 23 24 S3 27 20 53 ZS" 2Z 43 43 14 .n k> 13 
,u ;aY"t:ci;,at~ i- a 
mt , t ea ch e r, cc;.;.nsel or 
:re nc e? 27 70 .ii :J7 ~ .:I .:IZ ~s 3 4o 47 13 :Jo 6a /0 
,;;-ortuni.ty .r~ v tded fo 1 
:s of s tud ents to 
;s s mat.t ers of cc-ncern 
1er1? 27 27 46 47 zo ~3 ~7 z, 4<. S3 ~o 17 5l:J 17 33 
'l'UrAL 
60 
Ye.s No ? 
6Z z.c, '8 
4Z 28 .30 
sa 37 '9-
!J'S S3 ·z. 
sz 23 s 
!le 
We 
H2. 
Do 
D 
A 
A 
TABLE # XLVII 
AN ELEVENTH GRADE MALE AND Fl!:hALE PERCEN'l°AGE REFORT ON THE INFORMATIO NAL S8 RVI CES 
OFFERii:D AT TP.E SENIOR !ilG H SCHOOLS I N DISTRICT #9 1 
E L E V E N T H F E M A L E S E L E V E N T H M A L E S 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS JU JO TOTAL -_JO 30 
Idaro 
60 I daho Skyli ne Falls Skyl t ne Fall s QUESTION 
Yee No ? Ye" No I ? 'ie s Ne ? Yes No ? Ye: No 1 Ye. Ne. ? Ye! No ? 
-
he sc hool use f : l m-
r s, f ll~ s. bocks , etc . 
el r st uden :s ur.1erst enrl 
l e~5 of persor a l and 
=t: rl cv ~lr;-m~nt? 47 30 Z3 77 3 zo 62 17 21 6o 34 6 67 13 zo 
J~ he lf ~ cef ore the 
grad e to r l ar. :·our 
s chool pro Era~ of 
:~s·? 63 zo 17 77 2o 3 '48 ~7 IS ~ 17 ., 63 24 /3 
)\.! re ce iv~ a::y hel; 
yn!l !" !=;Chool in 
: vements of study haci t .' 23 6c> /7 :17 47 16 :k> s~ 17 47 37 /6 47 Sl:J 3 
l ents have access t0 t~ 
!:":::::~-t. !or.. -i:h e~' war.t and 
'l l :,--•: cclb :;ees 'lnrl 
~ 8 8i 1i ~~~ ~C~" C'ls? 3 17 87 .3 /() 83 9 77 /0 13 .3 /D 
"l? ~c hn.:,l r.e VC! OC C 1 1 pa - . 
11 ''"fol'T'at:~'- o:: fil e? 47 Z7 26 6o 3 37 S3 IS 3Z !Jt:) 4o 30 ~o 7 33 
:v ices f l".>V~d.ed :c a ss!.: It 
~nts t o oh•,: n add it : cn 
hlC;\ "'. '..en ::>:!" t ra ~n lng? 60 13 Z7 73 7 zo 67 ID Z3 SlJ 27 Z3 53 7 40 
~.ricPs ; ~v -: :ied to ::'! ~~.: 
b ; :Tl s i~ ~ 1-a:-.r..:n: ~::.:.~een 70 7 Z3 67 13 zo 68 /CJ ~z i.,-o 23 Z7 67 7 ZIG 
I I 
TOTAL 
60 
Yes No 1 
64 23 
71 2/ 
f47 43 ,z 
d:; 7 '3 
45 Z3 z. 
SI 17 ~ 
S8 IS 7 
I 
..... {?, 
TABLE # XLVII ( Cont Id) 
A.'{ ELEVfils'TH (;flADE MALE Af1D FEl"AJ..E FE.:CENTAr;E REFC!IT otl THE INFORMATICt:A! SERVICES 
-' OF!i'ER:,D AT 'T:!e. SENIOR P.T':!: SC"OOLS TN DISTRICT #91 
.: EI EVE>JTH Fli:HA I ES F I Ii: Y Ii: N T ~ K A L i i 
"NllMRER OF STIJDENTS JU J() TOTAL 10 .,c TOTAL 
Idaho Skyl ine 60 Iitaho Skyline 60 QUESTION Fall !' Falls 
Yee No ? Y= '""' ? Yes No 1 Y~s No ? Yee No ? Ye1 Nl, ? Yee; No ? Yecs No ? 
Are I 
I 
I 
~ ~3 53 Zo Z7 8J 68 /0 I 7~ 3 
- 7 83 z IS - 17 
I. 
A:re 
77 3 zo ~.3 3 14 eo 3 17 ~ I! zo ;t::) /0 u ~6 /4- Z.o 
' 
-
~ p 
D 
D 
D 
J 
;) 
.:> 
TABLE I XLVIII 
Ail C::LEV,.NTH CRADE !·IAl.E AND FEMALE PER:~NTAP; R~'FCRI' 0!: TSACl:E:'S' FIINCTIO~IS IN 
i:;u IDANCE AT THE s;,;~ 10~ 'cIGH .:iCHOOLS IN D!S'I Tl!CT #91 
E L E V E N 'I H F E M A L i S E l E V E N T H M A I E S 
NUMHER OF STUDENTS • O ) U TOTAL ~!0 30 
Id a ho 
St:y ! i ne 60 Idaho QUESTION Fa ll s Falls S!-yli ne 
Yes No ? Yes Nn ? Yes N0 ? Yes No ? YeE No ? Yei Nli ? Yei No ? 
o t~a ch ers d : sc ~55 1he 
var io us oc cupa t i0r.s w~ic h 
are rela t ed to t he s 'Jb j ect~ 
-t.aue;h t ty t hen? :17 ~o 33 27 S7 /6 ~z e ZS 37 s-a 13 40 34- 26 
) te ··che :"'S dl 'cCus-::; vcc11+ •om• 
a ppl ~c~t ' cns of subjec t 
mat ter fl.e 2.ds? 
~4 ~ ~6 Z3 S7 ZttJ 12'? 43 ~ 23 S3 2'fl. 34 17 Z? 
) t ea ch e rs ~e ve res r0n s '~ l l-
i ties i n th ~ ~;tda nre ,.r o: ! ~? 4o 17 4-3 53 /3 H 47 IS ~ 47 ZL) ~3 ..52) /0 4t:J 
: t e2.c'1e~ an d st ·:-' "n •.s; a cce t 
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'!:ABLE # XLIX 
AN EL EVENTH GRA, JE MALE AND FEl'.ALE P~;RCENTAGE REPORT ON THE PLACE:!~ENT SE?VI CES 
OFFERED AT 1'H!s SEN!O~ HTG!-'. 3CH' -01S IN D!5"I'RJCT #91 
E L E V E N T H F E M A L E S E L E V E N T H M A L E S 
NTIMllER OF STUDENTS jU JL' TOTAL 1u )0 
I dah o I da ho 
QUESTION Fa ll s SL:~·] i ne 60 ]i',. , .. Skyl 1!!e 
Yes N.; ? Yes No ? Ye s No ? Yes No ? Yes No ? Ye, No ? YeE No ? 
ve stu d ents ~~de re al'sti c 
: c·trs e s el ect ic ~s i "l 
re lation t.c : he ' .r ab iliti es 
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'!'ABLE # L 
A TWELFTH "::;YlADE !:,\LE A~:D FO 'AU: PEPC8NTAC:E REf{)ffi' Gt' 'I'HE GUIDANCE AJAP.ENE5S SERVICES 
OFFERSD AT THI'.: sr.;NIOR H1G!i SCHCO[S rr DISTRICT #91 
~ W E L F T H F E M A l E S T W E L F T H M A 1 E S 
VITMUER OF STUDENTS '.0 JU TOTAL 10 JO 
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TABLE I L ( Cont Id) 
A Twi,;LF' ' H GRADE 11ALE AND FEMALE PERC~N':':\':;i ;;EPOffi' m; THE GUIDAN':i!; A"'AP.:;NESS SERVICES 
CFFERED AT 1~!!: :,:::N'10R Hif.H 3CHC'OLS H! DIST TiICT #<>"!.. 
T W E L F T H F E M A L E S T W E l F T H M A l ! S 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS j:J ,c TOTAL ~lU ">(\ 
l" .a!':o 60 Idaho Skyline QUESTION F;i.lls, Skyline Falls 
Yes Nv ? Yea.a No ? ies No 7 Yoes No ? Yee:! No 7 Y~_i Nl. ? Yes No 7 
e g'-1 !.~?..::.('~ -:;~~, ic es 
:;:-o•.,:c.ec t~ o !'.'~er.t n~w 
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~ c~· ~s~l:r r~~p} c~nfP.r -
! ~C 0 ~ pf:)~_d? 53 17 ~ ~ 17 31 SI 17 3Z. 63 17 zo ,o /7 Z.1 
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•Z /.0 .rJJ .0 /t::J Jc) ..:;) /0 ~ 71 4 /3 17 7 /{, 
~ sr-~v: ces ;-r·,i:ied •.,) 
!.s:::.~t s:.'.l-ie ~+ '..3 !r. 
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TABLE # LI 
A TWEI.FT!c '.;R;, ·E ~'ALE AND FE~iA1£ P~""' · si 1,.·,c: l'•:,0"'1' ON THE "'ES'J'TNS ·'ND TNVEN'l'2 RY SERV1:C£S 
OFFERED AT THS SE~~0P H1GH SCH<X' LS TN D!STR!CT #~~ 
T W E L F T H F E N A L E S T ~ E L F T H M A I E S 
NTIMRER OF STUDENTS 1C ~ I) TOTAL ~a 1C 
Itla ho 
QUESTION Fn ll s S!{~<1.. ?.!"le 60 
Icb.ho 
Falls Sky li!: e 
Yes No ? Yes No ? Yes Ne ? Y<!S No ? 'le~ No ? ~e1 Nl. ? Yee No ? 
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ve yr:.:\.1 dis c:: s~ ,:1 Y"'..! r 
c·1~ulati•·e ~econ:! w'.t "i a 
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i !! y01 J!" ~ 1..:.c -:." : 0:1a l 
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~~ ~~o ~c~n~l ~ ~~~?-
~-?:~~..,+- ')~ ~·~:;.ri~~i'?,-,j 
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'fABLE # LII 
A '!'WElFTfi GRAUS: 1".ALS: •\!:D ~'.:::ALE PERC:!.NTAG:' REPOP.r ON THE IN!J!VIIXiAL CC'.!NSEl!::G S'::!'IVICES 
OFFERED AT '!'~ 3E~:J('R HI GH SCHCCLS !~' DI STP.JC'J' #9 1 
T W E L F T H F E M A L E S T W E L F T H M A L E S 
NUMBER OF STIJDENTS ;a )0 TOTAL - "lQ 
--
-,c 
I<l3.~0 Skyllr.e 60 I daho Sky} l ne QtltSTION P':i..!.l ~ Fc>.lls 
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TABLE # LII I 
A TWELFTf' :;RAJs ~'.ALE A~!D FE~lA!E PE~8N'!AGE REFQ"l' ON T~ r,oc,np CCllNSEl.ING SEPVICES 
OFFE!ED AT T~S SENIOR HJGH 3CHOCLS 11" DIS"." :CT #91 
T w E L F T H F E M A L E S 't W E L F T H M-'A"-"L._E:....:S'-----
NllMRER OF STUDENTS ~(' 10 TOTAL 10 ~o 
Id'.!.!-.o Id a ho 
QUESTION ~alls Skvlln P. 60 Fa ll s Skv ll nP 
Yes No 1 Ye:s Nn ? 'i e s Ne:, 1 YP.s No ? Ye e No ? Ye Ne.. 1 Ye s No ? Ye s 
-ve ::;t i.;.!c~ts 1-~ :' ": Q~c-u~ -.:""C. 
t o inve~:ica~e th~ 
p~rs~r.al ~..nc ~dcc~~;cn1l 
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TOTAL 
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TABLE I UV 
A TloiELFTH ';RAD, MAL:!. A!'.ll F~MAl E !'EllC;;;NTAGE REF0 !fl' ON THE INFORMATICNAI SEP.VIC~S 
OFFE?c·.-· A"' TH.I!: SE)iJOR HIGH SCH()(JLS IN DISTRI~ #91 
T V E L F T H F E M A L E S 
__ T W E L FT H ti A LE s 
'11TMU£R OF STUDENTS ;,(. Jv TOTAL 10 10 
lrta'lr, ld'lho 
QUESTION Falls Sl:·, l lne 60 Fall<> "lrnl < a-
Yes Nu ? Ye" No ? Yes No ? Yes No ? fei No 1 Ye, Nl, ? Yes No ? 
-
te' ~cho 0l use fl 1.ni-
·s, f i ~~s . ~oc ks, Ptc. 
l; st uricnt ~ nnr.e!"; t · nd 
e, s o'!' ;-e!"S,....~Al ~nrt 
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TOTAL 
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TABLE # LIV ( Cont Id) 
A TliEIFI'H GRADE MAI.E AND F~MALE PE~ENTAr.1' REPORT ON T~!ic !NFORl•.ATJONAI. SERVICES 
OFF~RED AT 'l'H~ SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
T Ii E L F T H F E M A L E S T W E L F T H H A L E S 
N•IMf<ER OF STUDENTS ,o . jU TOTAL 30 10 
Idaho Idaho 
QUESTION Fall s Skyline 60 ' Falls Skyline 
Yee No ? Ye<> No ? Yes No 1 Yes No ? Yes No 1 Ye Nl. 1 Yee No 1 
i nfor.nat ~onal ma•0 rials 
n educat io n ~va ' l ~rl e to 
tuients? 4~ /() 7 ~ 7 13 IJZ LJ /t) B? 6 s .P3 3 4 
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TABLE I LV 
A TwELFTH GRADE ~:ALE AND FE!-:ALE PERC!e:NTAGE REt-Offi' ON TEACHJ::RS' F,JNCTTONS IN 
cm ,)ANCE A'J' THI!: SENIOR H!G!i SCnOCLS U! DIS'I'RICT #0.l 
T ;/ E 1 F T H F E M A L E S T W E L F T H M A L E S 
NJIMllER OF STUDENTS 10 j:.J TOTAL JO 10 
Idaho Idaho 
QUESTION Fall!; Skyline 6C Falls Skyline 
Yes No 1 Yes No ? Yes No 1 Yes No 1 Yes No 1 Ye Nil, 1 Yeo No 1 
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TABLE # LVI 
A TWE.i.FT:' GRADE MALE AND FD 'ALE FEOCENTAGE REFORI' ON '!'HE FlACENENT SERVICES 
m' FERED AT THF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT #91 
T W E L F T H F E ~ A L E S T W E L F T H M A L E S 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS 10 10 TOTAL "l0 10 
Idah o Idaho 
QUESTION Fall s Sl<yli ne 60 Fa lls Sk'll in e 
Yee No ? Yes No ? Yes Nc- ? Yes No 7 Yee No ? Ye N3: ? Yee No ? 
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so 
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